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dbMagixRisk  債券リスク分析管理ソリューション 

 
 
dbMagixRisk ® is a designed to be a comprehensive risk management solution that enables traders, portfolio 
managers, risk managers to measure, monitor, and manage investments and risks in real time. Supporting a wide 
range of advanced portfolio and risk analytics, valuation methodologies and scenario generation techniques. 
dbMagixRisk ® is packaged with various library of pricing functions, statistical models and risk analytics, as well as 
an extensive array of simulation-based absolute and relative risk analytics. It’s scalable, customizable solution 
designed will support traders, risk managers that seek to maximize value through risk-informed decision making.   
 
..Diverse functionality with interactive interface 
 

 
An interactive interface allowing the trade to monitor the market risk  

..Key benefits and features 
  
Real Time Portfolio and Risk Analytics 
dbMagixRisk ® delivers real-time portfolio analytics,  
exposure management capabilities. It offers the  
ability to monitor users’ risk profiles throughout  
the day using real-time position data stream to  
ensure there is always an accurate picture of risk, 
allowing users to access the impact of a new deal 
on a portfolio’s existing risk profile. The consistent 
access to accurate information provides the basis 
for risk-informed decision making. 
 
Integrate the Front and Middle Office 
dbMagixRisk ® integrates the front and middle office  
through a flexible dbMagixPlatform ® by supporting real-time,  
batch and intra-day data acquisition, interface with data from  
internal systems or third-party data vendors. 
 
Adapt to evolving business requirements 
dbMagixRisk ® enables a participant to respond quickly to the addition of new instrument classes, business lines, 
investment strategies, and risk methodologies through flexible dbMagixPlatform ®. 
 
Low cost of ownership 
dbMagixRisk ® simplifies the way to integrate with existing front systems, middle office systems by using a common 
software architecture across the front and middle office. 
 
..Instruments coverage 
 
European bond options, Eurodollar futures, Asian options, Japan government bonds, JGB futures and  future 
options, Caps and floors, FRAs, FX forwards, FX futures, FX options, Vanilla interest rate swaps, Multi-leg Swap 
options(swaptions), Inflation-linked bonds 
 
..Leading technologies 
 
J2EE, .NET, Algorithmic Trading 

*dbMagixRisk® is an on-going product sponsored by Mewix Inc. 
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